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We develop a nonlinear, Fourier-based analysis of the evolution of a perturbed, converging
cylindrical strong shock using the approximate method of geometrical shock dynamics
(GSD). This predicts that a singularity in the shock-shape geometry, corresponding to
a change in Fourier-coefficient decay from exponential to algebraic, is guaranteed to
form prior to the time of shock impact at the origin, for arbitrarily small, finite initial
perturbation amplitude. Specifically for an azimuthally periodic Mach-number perturbation
on an initially circular shock with integer mode number q and amplitude proportional to
  1, a singularity in the shock geometry forms at a mean shock radius Ru,c ∼ (q2)−1/b1 ,
where b1(γ ) < 0 is a derived constant and γ the ratio of specific heats. This requires
q2  1, q  1. The constant of proportionality is obtained as a function of γ and is
independent of the initial shock Mach number M0. Singularity formation corresponds to the
transition from a smooth perturbation to a faceted polygonal form. Results are qualitatively
verified by a numerical GSD comparison.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.3.071401
I. INTRODUCTION
Cylindrical and spherical converging shock waves, which feature prominently in contexts such as
inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [1] and other settings, are known to be linearly unstable to small
perturbations in their geometry [2–5]. Resultant amplitude growth generally signals a nonlinear
transition from a smooth to a faceted polygonal shock profile [6–9] corresponding to triple-point
formation which can break flow symmetry, an important attribute in ICF-type implosions [1]. Using
the geometrical shock dynamics (GSD) description of shock evolution, we show that a singularity on
the shock profile is guaranteed to form prior to cylindrical shock impact for an arbitrarily small initial
perturbation. That is, in the competition between shock convergence and nonlinear shock instability,
the latter always prevails. This occurs under rather general conditions assuming small perturbations
on strong shocks.
Spontaneous triple-point formation also occurs in planar shocks [10–12] and detonation waves
[13]. Analysis using GSD indicates that this is associated with the development of a singularity [14]
characterized by loss of analyticity in the shock geometry as determined via a Fourier treatment.
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This appears at a time inversely proportional to the amplitude of the initial smooth perturbation. We
proceed with the analysis along these lines.
II. GEOMETRICAL SHOCK DYNAMICS FOR STRONG CYLINDRICAL SHOCKS
The kinematic equation for a moving surface described by a scalar complex variable Z(β, t ) =
X(β, t ) + i Y (β, t ) is given by [2]
∂Z(β, t )
∂t
= a0M (β, t )n˜(β, t ), (1)
where M is the local Mach number in the interpretation of the surface as a shock wave, a0 is the
undisturbed sound speed ahead of the shock, n˜ is the local normal unit vector, and β is a parameter
along the shock profile. To close (1) requires an area-Mach-number rule. Given the Guderley solution,
which shows monotonic and unbounded Mach-number growth for the unperturbed, collapsing shock,
we make use of the strong-shock limit. It is sufficient presently that perturbations on the shock are
small when the shock becomes sufficiently strong. The strong-shock area-Mach-number closure can
be written as
M = M0
(
DZ∗DZ
)−1/(2n)
, n = 1 + 2
γ
+
√
2γ
γ − 1 , (2)
relatingM to the local shock geometry whereD ≡ ∂/∂β, “∗” denotes complex conjugation, γ the gas
specific heat ratio, and M0 is an initial Mach number. Curve theory yields −in˜ = DZ/(DZ∗DZ)1/2,
which completes (1). It is convenient to use the transformation τ = a0M0t to remove constants.
In GSD, the trajectory of an unperturbed cylindrical shock is given by the radius Ru(τ ) =
[−τ (n + 1)/n]n/(n+1) with the initial shock radius (length scale) Ru(−τcol ) = 1, where τcol =
n/(n + 1) is a collapse time for the unperturbed shock and Ru → 0, as τ → 0. In a complex GSD
formulation, this corresponds to Zu(β, τ ) = Ru(τ )eiqβ , where β ∈ [0, 2π/q ) is periodic over an
angular wedge of the cylinder with wave number q. A perturbed shock solution can be written
Z = Zuz, where z(β, τ ) = [1 + r (β, τ )]eiθ (β,τ ). Here, r (β, τ ) corresponds to a radial perturbation
of the shock, and the exponential to an azimuthal “ray-tube” perturbation; these also yield a
Mach-number perturbation on the shock. Making the substitution z = w + 1 and after some algebra
on (1), we obtain an evolution equation for the perturbation,
1 + w − ∂w
∂T
= (1 + w − iDw)[(1 + w − iDw)(1 + w∗ + iDw∗)]− n+12n , (3)
T = τcol ln
(
−τcol
τ
)
. (4)
Here, w = 0 is the unperturbed solution while T maps τ ∈ [−τcol, 0) onto [0,∞). We aim to
determine a time T at which w(β, T ) ceases to be analytic, given an analytic initial condition. This
corresponds with the first time at which its Fourier coefficients wˆm fail to decay at an exponential
rate with respect to the mode number m. To make (3) tractable, we replace the factor to a fractional
exponent with a binomial series expansion,
[(1 + w − iDw)(1 + w∗ + iDw∗)]− n+12n = 1 + P (β, T ), (5)
P (β, T ) =
∞∑
k=1
bk{w + w∗ + i(D(w∗ − w)) + (w − iDw)(w∗ + iDw∗)}k, (6)
bk =
(− n+12n
k
)
. (7)
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This leads to
1 + w − ∂w
∂T
= (1 + P )(1 + w − iDw), (8)
where we suppress the (β, T ) dependence for clarity. This is the partial differential equation governing
the evolution of the perturbation on the cylindrical shock.
III. FOURIER ANALYSIS
With
w(β, T ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
wˆm(T )eimqβ, (9)
an analytic initial condition will remain so for as long as the wˆm(T ) decay exponentially fast as
m → ∞. With (9), the nonlinear terms in (8), especially those embedded in P , feature repeated
Cauchy products of the series (9) of successively higher orders according to the exponent k in
(6), so that the Fourier representation of (8) is complicated if written out in full. Since the Fourier
representation of each quantity on the right-hand side can be arranged as a coefficient appearing in∑
m(· · · )eimqβ , (8) has the compact form
dwˆm
dT
= îDwm + îPDwm − P̂m − ŵPm, (10)
so that the quantities on the right-hand side are thought of as the mth Fourier coefficients of their
associated (repeatedly convolved) infinite series.
We introduce the initial condition, which will lead to a tractable form of (10), using a perturbation
of large wave number q  1 and small amplitude O(),   1,
w(β, 0) = ei sin qβ − 1, wˆ±1(0) = ±J1(), (11)
and wˆ±m = O(|m|), where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind with J1() = /2 + O(3). This
is equivalent to choosing z(β, 0) = eiθ (β ) with θ (β ) =  sin qβ [and r (β, 0) = 0], corresponding with
an initially circular shock with a Mach-number perturbation. Following Refs. [14,15], we assume
that the order relation wˆ±m = O(|m|) holds over the range of times of interest, and further, that the
coefficients wˆm(T ) can be expanded in a power series,
wˆm(T ) = |m|
∞∑
l=0
Wm,l (T )l. (12)
After substitution into (10), the system decomposes into a set of subsystems, each corresponding
with an index l in (12). The leading-order subsystem corresponds to the leading-order coefficient
of (12), l = 0, and in that subsystem, all the infinite Cauchy products have been truncated to finite
sums. In particular, a k-fold Cauchy product
∑
r1+r2+···+rk=m(· · · ) is truncated to operate over only the
finite set of indices r1, . . . , rk  1. Now, for small values of |m|, solutions to (10), with Wm ≡ Wm,0
substituted for wˆm, may be profitably sought.
IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
For m = ±1, solving the coupled system of homogeneous ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
(10) produces the solution
W1(T ) = C+es1T + C−es−1T , (13)
W−1(T ) = C+M+es1T + C−M−es−1T , (14)
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where s±1 = [−b1 ±
√
q2(1 + 2b1) + b21 ], and C+,M+ are O(1) [that is, smaller than O(q )]
constants dependent on the initial condition. Following the simplification made earlier, this
corresponds to the linear solution for the system. Equations (13) and (14) describe oscillatory growth
(since b1 < 0) in the first perturbed mode, immediately capturing the well-known linear instability
of the shock. The growth rate −b1T matches the result of Ref. [3] exactly in the strong-shock limit
and does not depend on the wave number q. The planar shock result [14] is recovered with the time
transformation T ′ = qT in the limit q → ∞.
For any |m| > 1, the ODE system (10) is inhomogeneous and captures nonlinear behavior which
we show leads to singularity formation. In these inhomogeneous equations, the forcing term only
involves the coefficients W±l , where |l| < |m| for a given |m|; hence the solution process is sequential
in m. We seek the asymptotic behavior of W|m| for large |m|, since it is in this region that we
can determine whether w(β, T ) is analytic. It is unfeasible to produce solutions into this region
sequentially. Instead, the solutions for the first few |m| informs an ansatz form for any Wm(T ), which
is amenable to an asymptotic analysis. We derive this ansatz form as follows. For m = 2, the forcing
term depends only on a quadratic in W±1, since our leading-order subsystem contains no cubics or
other higher-order terms at m = 2. From (13) and (14), this will yield a solution W±2 which grows
as e−2b1T . Now suppose Wm grows as e−mb1T . In the forcing term for Wm+1, each inhomogeneous
contribution grows as e−(m+1)b1T since it involves k-fold products of Wri , i = 1, . . . , k, such that∑k
i ri = m. Hence the assumption is justified by induction. Second, since the homogeneous solution
for any m grows only as e−b1T , therefore the particular integral arising from the inhomogeneous
contribution dominates the homogeneous solution for large m, large T , or both. Third, crucially,
although each contribution in the forcing term grows at the same rate in T , the quadratic contributions
dominate for large wave numbers q (but see the further discussion in Sec. VI). This follows from the
solution m = 2 being O(q2); a similar inductive argument to the above shows that Wm = O(q2(m−1))
apart from the growth in time, but in this case the only contributions to the particular integral of this
order come from the quadratic term. This leads to a consistent ansatz for the W±m in the limit of
large q,
Wm(T ) = (C±)mq2(m−1)λ±me−mb1T±iωmT + O(e−(m−1)b1T ), (15)
W−m(T ) = (C±)mM±q2(m−1)λ±me−mb1T±iωmT + O(e−(m−1)b1T ), (16)
where ± indicates summation over + and −. The various coefficients are given by
λ±m =
K±
2(m − 1)
∑
r1+r2=m
r1r2λ
±
r1
λ±r2 , m  2, (17)
K± = ± (1 ∓
√
1 + 2b1)K±B + b21[(M±)2 − 1]
b1
√
1 + 2b1
, (18)
K±B = −b1 + 2M±b1 − b2 + 2M±b2 − (M±)2b2, (19)
M± = b1
1 ∓ √1 + 2b1 + b1
, (20)
C± = −(1 + 2b1) ±
√
1 + 2b1
4
√
1 + 2b1
, (21)
and λ±1 = 1.
The asymptotic behavior of (15) and (16) depends on the associated asymptotic form of the
recursion relation (17). This final derivation follows Moore [15], also used in Ref. [14]. First, a
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generating function is written for the λm, satisfying an ODE consistent with (17),
g(x) =
∞∑
m=1
|λm|xm, d
dx
(
g(x)
x
)
= |K|
2
(
dg
dx
)2
, (22)
defined on the complex x plane with the initial condition g(0) = 1, where |K| = |K±|, and which
has the solution
g(x) = −2W (−x|K|) + W
2(−x|K|)
2|K| , (23)
where W is the Lambert W -function principal branch. g(x) has a singularity at xc = −(|K|e)−1
on the real line. By Darboux’s method [16], the dominant asymptotic behavior of g(x) near xc can
be compared asymptotically to a known function h(x) if h(x) is analytic in some disk around xc,
h(x) − g(x) is continuous in this disk, and the Laurent series expansion coefficients of h(x) have a
known asymptotic behavior. A suitable candidate is
h(x) = 2
√
2(1 − ex|K|)3/2
3|K| =
∞∑
m=0
amx
m, (24)
whose power-series coefficients am behave asymptotically according to the binomial theorem,
am  12π |K|
m+1emm−5/2 ∼ |λm|, (25)
where the final asymptote relation is the result of Darboux’s method. Substituting (25) into (15)
yields the asymptotic result,
Wm(T ) = |C
±|mq2(m−1)√
2π
|K|m+1emm−5/2e−mb1T±iωmT+iQ± , (26)
and similarly for W−m(T ) in (16), where Q± = arg[(K±C±)mλ±m]. Since wm = Wm|m| + HOT, this
implies the Fourier coefficients of the perturbation w decay exponentially with m for as long as
m[log (e|C±K±|q2) − b1T ] < 0, m  1, (27)
during which time w remains analytic. This analyticity is lost at the critical stretched time Tc,
corresponding with singularity formation, when
Tc = 1
b1
log (e|C±K±|q2). (28)
The stretched time T can be interpreted as the radius of an equivalent unperturbed shock Ru = e−T ,
hence equivalently the critical shock radius is
Ru,c = (e|C±K±|q2)−1/b1 . (29)
Finally, (28) can also be written in terms of the critical elapsed time τ˜c, measured from the initial
condition using (4),
τ˜c
τcol
= (1 − [e|C±K±|q2]2), τcol > 0, (30)
with τ˜ = τ + τcol, recalling that τ < 0 is the “shock time” and the point of collapse corresponds with
τ = 0. Thus, τ˜ → τcol as the shock nears collapse, and the left-hand side of (30) approaches unity
as  → 0. Equations (28)–(30) are our primary result. Their implications are that, first, a singularity
in the shock geometry is guaranteed to form prior to shock impact at the axis, for arbitrarily small
. This follows from  > 0, guaranteeing that the left-hand side of (30) is smaller than unity, or,
equivalently, that Tc is finite in (28) or Ru,c is positive in (29). Second, the dimensionless radius at
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FIG. 1. Critical shock radius against wave-number perturbation q2. +: M0 = 20, q = 16; •: M0 = 10,
q = 16; ×: M0 = 20, q = 8; : M0 = 10, q = 8. The dashed line shows (29) for q = 16 with power-law
exponent −1/b1  1.632. Numerical data show an exponent of approximately 1.15.
which the singularity forms is independent of the initial choice of M0, which was scaled out of the
problem by definition of τ . This is a direct consequence of our use of the strong-shock approximation
(2) and may not hold for general initial M0. Third, we expect the result to be more accurate at large
times Tc, or, equivalently, in the (distinguished) limit q2  1.
V. NUMERICAL COMPARISON
We use a two-dimensional GSD code [10] based on the method of Schwendeman [17] adapted
for gasdynamic shocks. The initial condition is generated in an initially purely cylindrical shock,
with a Mach-number perturbation
M (β, 0) = M0(1 + q cos (qβ ))−1/n. (31)
We use q2 = 0.16, 0.32, 0.64, 0.96, 1.28, 1.6 with q = 8, 16 and M0 = 10, 20. The numerics
produce an unscaled time ts for the time to shock-shock (triple-point) formation, which we convert to
an equivalent radius Ru,s for convenience of comparison. Figure 1 shows the numerical data together
with (29), which features the power-law exponent −1/b1  1.632 for γ = 5/3. The associated
constants are |C±|  0.277 and |K±|  0.858. The prediction somewhat overestimates the best-fit
power-law exponent using the GSD numerical results, which is ∼ 1.15. The numerical data do show a
slightly convex form with the suggestion of an asymptotic trend to the dashed line for smallerq2 → 0
that can be obtained with the present numerical method. This distinguished limit, corresponding with
Ru,c → 0, is difficult to achieve numerically since the solver becomes increasingly ill conditioned
as the shock nears the origin. Nevertheless, the numerics agree with the predictions that the critical
radius is insensitive to the initial Mach number M0, and collapses on q2. Indeed, the guaranteed
formation of a singularity in the limit  → 0 is suggested by the numerical results in support of the
analytical conclusion.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present analysis reproduces the known GSD result that the growth rate, but not the oscillation
frequency, of a perturbation on a cylindrical shock is independent of its wave number [3,18].
Further, the present growth rates match those found in Ref. [3], a GSD study of both cylindrical
and spherical shock stability. In contrast, the rigorous but strictly linear Euler-based analysis of
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Murakami et al. [5] for converging spherical shocks finds a cutoff wave number in the growth-rate
dependence of perturbations, above which disturbances are damped. At low wave numbers, the GSD
and Euler results for the linear stability of the spherical implosion are in satisfactory agreement.
For the linear stability of planar shocks, GSD gives neutral stability whereas Freeman [19] shows a
perturbation decay.
Yet despite damping in the linear approximation, weakly nonlinear, Euler-based analysis
[11,20] and fully nonlinear shock-capturing numerical simulations of perturbed planar shocks
[21] show strong evidence of kink/triple-point formation from smooth initial conditions, behavior
clearly captured by GSD [10,14]. For cylindrical converging shocks, experimental holographic
interferometry [7], Euler-based numerical simulations [7,8], and GSD simulations [6,9,10] all show
an initial perturbation growth leading to triple-point, or with GSD, shock-shock formation. The onset
of singularity and subsequent triple-point formation for these flows is driven physically by nonlinear
transfer of energy from small to large wave numbers leading to a nonlinear amplitude reinforcement
at arbitrarily large wave numbers. Since this cannot be obtained from a linear stability analysis,
we conclude that possible linear damping at sufficiently large wave numbers, not well reproduced
by GSD, is a subdominant mechanism in the nonlinear dynamics of incipient singularity formation
found presently.
Our analysis requires q2 → 0, q  1, q2 < 1 for consistency. The principal result, namely,
the guaranteed singularity formation preceding shock collapse, is supported by the numerical data
at a qualitative level with indication of numerical agreement in the distinguished limit. As for the
planar case [14], singularity formation may indeed be a precursor of triple-point formation. This
suggests that any smoothly perturbed cylindrical shock is guaranteed to undergo a transition to the
polygonal shock surface considered in Ref. [6]. The result may have significant implications for
fusion problems featuring converging shock waves.
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